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1. INTRODUCTION: THE HANDBOOK FOR EDUCATORS &
HEALTH WORKERS WITHIN THE SILVER ECONOMY
The rapid demographic ageing is one of the main factors determining future
European and global economic development. Life expectancy has risen sharply
also in people affected by disabilities, leading to a major challenge for the
society, but also to a great opportunity for economic growth and jobs, within
the so called the Silver Economy.
In this context, the project “SILVER+: Silver Economy as a new pathway to foster
entrepreneurship and facilitate the disabled persons’ insertion and reinsertion
in labour market” aims to develop an innovative training methodology and a
set of e-tools, that will allow those people working with disabled to adapt to the
new challenges brought in by the increase in their life expectancy and so, it will
respond to the need of keeping them as long as possible work active, therefore
avoiding their premature retirement from work.
The SILVER+ project is an Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership project that gathers
organisations and enterprises with experience in training, non-formal education,
digital technology and care services from different European countries: IRIPS
and COOP SAPSE (France), GoEurope and FyG (Spain), CENTRO (Italy), DANMAR
(Poland) and CIEP (Belgium).
In particular, the Handbook for Educators and Health workers is an easily
accessible guide filled with tools, strategies, approaches, good practice and
online/offline resources for educators and health workers within the social
industry and working with disabled persons. The focus of the Handbook is on
the Care Sector and the Silver Economy. These 2 fields have 2 interconnected
pillars:
• Ageing
• Dependency
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On the one hand, ageing in European society has entailed the increase of the
number of people working on taking care of elders in their homes. Due to the
lack of capacity of nursing homes to absorb the increasing population in need
of daily care, families have recently hired more and more people to spend time
with and to care of their elders. This trend created a bigger of health workers
and care professionals in European countries.
On the other hand, the type of work of health workers is taking care to
dependent people. Dependent people are people who need constant assistance
of someone else in order to do the daily actions, such as waking up, taking
shower, buying basic good, etc. The dependency situation can be caused by
ageing, by disability or both together. The Silver Economy provides services to
this profile of dependent people.
Therefore, the handbook targets these care professionals and educators within
the Care Sector and the Silver Economy.
The handbook first includes an overview of the Silver Economy in Europe as
well as statements on ageing, Silver Economy and working with people with
disabilities made by European social services professionals (Spain, France,
Poland, Italy and Belgium) in some publications and studies. Second, it addresses
the topic of entrepreneurship in the Silver Economy, which is an economic
sector with positive perspectives at professional and economic level. Third, in
the technology and digital era, it is necessary to talk about digitalisation and
how to improve the digital skills of adults with disabilities; so the handbook
explains some guidelines on that. Fourth, the handbook explains how to
improve educators and health workers’ pedagogical competences, which are
very important to train old people, disabled adults or other colleagues in the
Care Sector. Fifth, it shows the SILVER+ platform, which is a digital tool that
offers online training targeting educators and health workers; so they can be
trained on how to improve their skills to work with elders and people with
disabilities. Sixth, the handbook provides some good practices about initiatives
and programmes targeting disabled adults and old people in Spain, France,
Italy, Belgium and Poland. Finally, Finally, the handbook offers a “toolbox” with
a useful repository of video tutorials, digital tools, publications and apps about
Silver Economy, ageing phenomenon, and strategies to work with disabled
adults.
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1.1 Importance and role of the Silver Economy
In a global context, with more than 900 million elderly people and forecasts
indicating more than 2 billion seniors by 2050, the Silver Economy is no longer a
peripheral trend, but it has become a societal need and in full development. In last
years, it has increased its importance. At European level, the most important trends
concerning the senior people are: senior housing (+65%), homecare technologies
(+32%) and health (+11%).
Several experts believe that upheavals await us in the coming years. The number
of people aged 75+ will increase by 90% in 2030, while the number of people aged
50 to 65 will increase by only 20%. Since family caregivers are essentially recruited
from this second cohort, this means that there will no longer be enough family
caregivers for the elderly who will need support.
It is therefore necessary to find solutions to make up for this type of deficiency
and influential promoters to promote it. The Silver Economy may play a key role!
Silver Economy is a set of economic and industrial activities that benefit senior
citizens and are closely linked to a care issue. In particular, such activities enable
the increase of social participation, improve the quality and comfort of life, reduces
the loss of autonomy and can even increase the life expectancy in the coming years.
Silver Economy allows a significant advance at the societal level by:
• Optimizing the efficiency of the system of health care;
• Fighting the loss of autonomy;
• Reinforcing prevention in terms of care; and
• Devoting a central place to our elders in our society.
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The phenomenon of ageing is a real “groundswell” that opens up a vast field for
the economy and industry in our countries. The role of the Silver Economy is to
take into account the new economic, technological and industrial needs linked to
the advancing age. The aim is to set up a real “industry” in Europe. An industry
that provides services to the elderly and addresses the issue of ageing. The Silver
Economy includes a set of products and services. Among others, we will mention
those whose are relevant in the context of SILVER+ project:
• E-autonomy: active/passive/evolved telecare and service packages
• Security: telemonitoring, remote assistance, payment methods, office management
• Health: e-health, nutrition, telemedicine, m-health
• Services: personal service, meal delivery, insurance
• Work: Remote working, training and support for family caregivers
It can be observed that the issue of ageing is, above all, a health and societal issue. It
is expected that scientific and medical progress will increasingly push back the age
of death and, at the same time, contribute to reduce the proportion of dependent
elderly people.
Furthermore, it is necessary to inject a little economic pragmatism, which is perhaps
the role to be played by the Silver Economy. The ageing of the population represents
both a challenge (since it implies a radical transformation of society’s socio-economic
balances) and an opportunity (since it is potentially a creator of activities and jobs).
The Silver Economy is therefore a rich sector, bringing jobs and innovations, but
still very much focused on the professions of health and home care. The quality of
training and recruitment is a cross-functional issue that should not be neglected.
The Silver Economy can thus be a training branch to enhance the health care sector.
For example, for supervisory and middle management positions, which has a high
added value: occupational therapist, psychomotor therapist, nurse coordinators,
management positions, team managers and human rights management.
In the years to come, it seems necessary to take a benevolent and open look at
ageing. Let’s hope that the actions generated by the project and those involved in
the communication around the Silver Economy will contribute to changing the way
we look at the elder population and the ageing phenomenon.
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“Silver Economy is first and foremost an economy of innovation,
whether this innovation is digital, technological or social. It is a
question for each of us to slip into the unexplored interstices, to think
about digital evolution and its consequences, as well as to imagine
solutions to meet the new needs expressed by the elders and their
families. The Silver Economy is also an economy of benevolence in
that it sets itself the ultimate goal of improving the lives of seniors
and encourages our society and our economy to anticipate the
effects of the ageing population”

Magdalena Malinowska
Trainer, Employment Specialist and Vice President of VIVA
FEMINA Foundation
“Adult disabled learners are a special group of learners that require
planning
and matching training approaches based on the type of
	
  
disabilities. At our foundation we act for the benefit of women,
disabled and young people, and each time we speak with our
learners, so we can understand their difficulties and needs. Most
of them either don’t understand they have the right to equal job
opportunities or lack the skills to find a decent employment. That is
why it is important to train disabled learners and convince them that
disability does not interfere with achieving success”
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Les Biolles
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“Such training projects - learning to read, write, count, decode the
information around us - are vectors of autonomy and are important
in terms of social inclusion. Depending on the level, some will learn
how to fill out a form, carry out check-out operations, read the time
or a bus timetable, while others will learn to read an employment
contract, use the digital web. All of this learning will allow them to
gain more self-confidence, develop confidence and allow them to
dare to express themselves, to ask questions; these qualities can help
in the career pathAdd”
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Luis Alberto Barriga Martín
Director of IMSERSO
“The demographic challenge, the overloading of the health care
system due to the chronification of the illnesses, the negative impact
in gender issues owing to the family vision of care, the need of creating
flexible and effective services that address the individual needs… all
of these challenges are important enough to be considered in an
strategic way”

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
   	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Casandra Cristea
Coordinator of the Disability Sector for the National Association
Scuola Centrale Formazione
“Digital and disability are two closely related elements. Digital
technologies can compensate the difficulties of people with
	
  disabilities by helping them to achieve greater autonomy and become
protagonists of their social and working life. A lack of computer
literacy leads to greater inequality and social and work exclusion”
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2. ENTREPRENEURSHIP WITHIN THE SILVER ECONOMY
The ageing population is transforming society and bringing the approach
of questioning existing economic development. The ageing population are
becoming drivers of economic growth with an impact on the development of
entrepreneurship. The rise of Silver Economy promotes marketing and development
of innovative products and services destined to elderly consumers. Therefore, the
entrepreneurship of the members of the aging population is increasing. A study
from Merrill Lynch (2019) described that the part of the aging population, which
renounce the traditional retirement are likely to become entrepreneurs and smallbusiness creators. The new kind of entrepreneurs can be an integrated part of the
society and ensure a longer participation in the labour market. Therefore, elderly
people can leverage their knowledge and experience as well as use their developed
broad network, management experience and financial resources (European
Commission, 2019).
The ageing population result of increasing longevity, and the decline of birth rates,
considered as demographic challenges, which threaten the economies by increasing
public spending and decreasing productivity (AGING2.0, 2019).
The Silver Economy presents market opportunities and potential liability for both
private originations and governmental systems. Private and public companies are
collaborating to create technological innovations to different aging challenges. For
entrepreneurs, the scenario present nowadays constitutes a need for reactions
to the societal challenge and a window of opportunities. Innovative products and
services with a potential level of disrupting are required (Slawomir & Rachwal, 2011).
In order to start and business or entrepreneur in the Silver Economy, it is important
to adapt to the needs of this population segment, in other words, build businesses
to respond to the demands of the elderly. It is important to understand how
heterogeneous this segment of the population and existing division into three groups
is: fragile, dependent and active. Each division has a different economic approach.
The fragile are more susceptible to products and services related to leisure and free
time, and simultaneously are mainly demanding healthcare services. For the ageing
population, health and dependency are the most important sectors, with activities
such as health tourism, telemedicine and prevention tasks, among others.
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In general, the products and services need to be more specialized and personalized,
and transforming the traditional sectors, with a qualitative and quantitative changes,
because consumption patterns change within the Silver Economy. The sector that
would change the most is leisure, because the elderly consumes services related
to tourism and related to health-tourisms such from thermals and beach tourism
to more focused on active and cultural tourism. This focus will be also mirrored
in means of transports, the leisure services will be linked to added services in the
purchase of air, train and bus routes, such as the current low cost services (OECDGCOA Expert Consultation, 2014).
Therefore, the Silver Economy will transform commerce, because the ageing
population, usually are a public with great purchasing power with high level of
loyalty but demanding. Regarding the e-commerce will be important innovation
taking into account pricing and customer satisfaction. Consumer patterns are
important to be taken into account.
In addition, the housing technology with the development of the home automation
need to be more efficient and comfortable in order to bring autonomy to the
elderly. Accessibility and security improvements are relevant for this ageing group
of the population.
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Entrepreneur companies and start-ups applying innovation are key for helping elderly
to be autonomous and healthier. The new digital technologies offer opportunities to
support the needs of the elderly and innovators can respond to those challenges by
bringing this technology, for instance, to the prevention of disease. For example, in
the health sector, the home-based monitoring can enable more personalised care
through smart devised and wearable technology. Therefore, Artificial Intelligence
and Data-driven innovation can provide quality of life and facilitate independent
and autonomous living, as well as ensure active, productive and healthy population.
The current trend for voice-activated technologies and autonomous vehicles are
suitable for the customer in the Silver Economy. In order to deal and allow secure
access, it is needed to establish and implement regulations to ensure appropriate
data privacy and security (Gallardo, 2019). The entrepreneurship opportunities for
the Silver Economy can be grouped mainly in the following categories:
• Active and healthy lifestyle. Development of tools and applications, which support
a healthy and active lifestyle such as technologies for personalised nutrition and
preventive medical care.
• Age-friendly built environment. Bring autonomy and independence, by integrating
innovative and smart home solutions in order to empower the ageing population.
• Games and Robotics. Development of robotics in order to assist caregivers and
integrate robotics in daily life. Introduce gaming applications for preventing or
helping elderly with specific kind of health problems, which need games such as
mind games.
• Integrated care services and improved connectivity. Integration of ICT solutions
for healthcare monitoring in private homes, reduce or eliminate social isolation and
improve efficiency and quality in the health care sector.
The Silver Economy requires crucial public policies and cultural change. The ageing
population’s challenges are social and economic. Regarding the European Union
(EU) is it estimated that in the year 2060 the population over 65 would be 40%
approximately of the total. The European Commission tackled the opportunity
and potential of supporting Silver Economy in the European Union throughout
different programs and partnerships, such as the AAL Programme. However, the
global competition of the Silver Economy and the European Union potentiate the
collaboration among state members combines with multi-policies approaches and
investment efforts, in order to stimulate and boost the Silver Economy (European
Commission, 2018).
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Nevertheless, in any cases the markets are developing, and the products introduces
do not progress further from niche products because of pricing and uncertainty,
added to the barrier of existing business models. In order to face those barriers,
policies regarding regulatory and administrative barriers for starting businesses,
protection of intellectual property and competition regulations need to be
implemented in order to conduct and implement innovation in business dynamics.
Therefore, the existing regulations regarding the market drivers in existing sectors
will need to be changed and adapted. In addition, countries should tackle the barrier
elderly entrepreneurs through continuous development and learning. Reduce or
eliminate barriers of lack of IT skills and bring training to acquire those skills and
knowledge (Worthington, Simmonds, Farla, & Varnai, 2018).
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3. NEW (DIGITAL) SKILLS NEEDED FOR ADULTS WITH
DISABILITIES
In this regard, in the new indications of the European Union, digital is defined as
“basic competence”, as well as reading and writing: “It is necessary to raise the level
of mastery of basic skills (alphabetical, mathematical and digital) and support the
development of the ability to learn to learn as a constantly better prerequisite to
learn and participate in society in a lifelong learning perspective”. During the World
Summit on the Information Society of 2010, the WSIS emerged as for many new
technologies are now an integral part of everyday life. They have an impact on many
aspects of society, including education, training and employment, but in particular
they are a valuable tool for people with disabilities and special needs. The potential
of new technologies to improve the quality of life, reduce social exclusion and
increase participation is recognised internationally, as are social barriers, economic
and political that lack of access to new technologies can generate.
The use of new technologies has given new opportunities to people with disabilities,
which were not imaginable until a few years ago. We can divide the technologies
into three groups:
• Assistive technologies (AT): those technological products and services specifically
designed to support the process of autonomy in different life contexts (home,
school, work) and increase active participation in society;
• Consumer IT products (ICT) are becoming increasingly accessible and usable by
people with disabilities;
• Assistive IT solutions (ICT-AT), which often represent a mix of these elements, have
accelerated the process of autonomy of millions of Europeans with disabilities.
More and more people with disabilities have been able to build and strengthen
through new technologies their social network, have access to education, to the
world of work, can move in a simpler and safer way, live independently and have
a good quality of life. (The Entelis Network Manifesto to Counter the Digital Divide,
2015).
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In reality, however, not everyone has the same ease in accessing new technologies
for various reasons, and this gap is known as ‘digital divide’. This division is due to
several factors:
• Personal
• Socio-economic
• Educational
• Cultural and linguistic
• Environmental: certain products and technologies which are not accessible
because the conditions of the user have not been taken into account during the
design phase, in accordance with the principles of universal design. In general, when
it is not technology that adapts to people, but it is people who have to adapt to
technology, the risk of non-use or abandonment and therefore of digital exclusion
is high

Even those who work in support of people with disabilities are not always
in the best position to inform them and introduce them to the new
opportunities that technology can offer, and contribute to the creation of
a population of digitally included persons.

Given the important role of technology in modern life, digital exclusion is a subtle but
dangerous form of social, economic, political and cultural exclusion. Unfortunately,
there is considerable evidence that the digital divide is a real and current problem,
and particularly for people with disabilities. Focusing on individual skills, many
people who are currently digitally excluded could develop the necessary skills that
would allow them greater independence and active participation in the company.
(The Entelis Network Manifesto to counter the digital divide, 2015).
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In order to participate actively in society, people who possess digital skills must also
possess soft skills. According to Standford Research Institute International, 75% of
the success of a long-term job depends on the mastery of soft skills and only 25%
on technical skills. This immediately shows us the importance of these transversal
abilities in the working environment. To understand what soft skills are, it is first
necessary to distinguish between:

Self-confidence
Self-criticism

Internal
transversal
abilities

The way in which the
person perceives and
interacts with himself

Problem solving
Attitude to constant growth and
improvement
Perseverance
Flexibility
Communication skills

External
transversal
skills

The way the person
manages relationships
with others

Self-promotion skills
Group skills
Conflict management
Influence and leadership
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These skills are learned according to the theory of social learning of Albert Bandura,
through the observable behaviour of others. According to Bandura (1977), in fact:
“Most human behaviour is learned by observing through modelling: from observing
others, an idea is formed of how new behaviours are executed, and then the
encoded information serves as a guide for the action done”.
From here we go back to the principle of so-called social reprobation: this axiom
tells us that, on average, people tend to consider valid the choices made by a
large number of people. Having said that, it will not be difficult to understand how
much our behaviours (and their consequences) are shaped on the basis of social
interactions with our fellows.
Often, however, people with disabilities do not have the opportunity to experience
much from a social point of view. Hence the importance to develop such skills
to create situations in which the person can experience himself : in the relationship
with others to reflect together on his ways of to communicate, to resolve conflicts; in
carrying out an activity to understand its organizational capacity, Problem solving, etc.).
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4. IMPROVING EDUCATORS AND HEALTH WORKERS
PEDAGOGICAL COMPETENCES1
Improving Educators and Health Workers pedagogical competences, especially
those dealing with disabled people, it’s about the key competences needed to
set up an inclusive education setting. Training of trainers/teachers in these key
competencies could facilitate successful and effective implementation of inclusive
education.

This chapter is mainly based on:
• HOTT, B.; WALKER, J. AND SAHNI, J. (2012), Peer Tutoring. Online article. George Mason University
and Marymount University. Accessible on: https://council-for-learning-disabilities.org/peer-tutoringflexible-peer-mediated-strategy-that-involves-students-serving-as-academic-tutors
• KAPIL, Y. and MALINI, J.S. (2016), Peer tutoring an instructional strategy: a systematic approach.
Scholarly Research Journal for Humanity Science & English Language. Online ISSN 2348-3083.
Accessible on: http://oaji.net/articles/2017/1201-1534934536.pdf
1
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4.1. Inclusive Education
Inclusive education is a wide concept that means that regular training settings adapt
their infrastructure, methods, teaching materials and staff policies to all learners. It
is about ensuring that all learners feel at home. The following text focuses mainly
on how adult educators and health workers dealing with people with disabilities
can improve their pedagogical competences when teaching/mentoring disabled
adults. It’s more about learning strategies rather than the infrastructure. In order to
answer such concern, general relevant literature indicates that an educator should
master the following competences:
• Screening and assessment techniques,
• Differentiation of instruction,
• Classroom and behaviour management,
• Collaboration strategies.
According to the Department of Education of the Tasmanian Government, to set up
an inclusive education setting trainer should try to:
• Focus on what each learner can do, not just on what they can’t do. Think about
their abilities, not just their disability.
• Use learner’ strengths and interests to increase motivation.
• Foster the concept that every learner has something positive to offer their learning
community.
• Work respectfully and collaboratively with anybody who has significant knowledge
and understanding of the learner, including the learner wherever possible.
• Use all kind of available documentation. Find out who can be consulted in building
your knowledge of the learner. Consult with colleagues who already know the
learner well.
• Keep accurate records of discussions identifying barriers to learning, services
needed and consent for suitable adjustments (a kind of learner’s portfolio).
• Ensure information is up-to-date and that there is enough depth to inform
provision of optimal support for the learner. This is particularly important at times
of significant transition such as from year to year or setting to setting and from
organisation to organisation.
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4.2. Some Strategies
Learning and teaching strategies are a main factor to set up an inclusive education
setting, the most relevant strategies are:
A) Peer tutoring
The introduction of peer tutoring approaches appears to have a positive impact on
learning, with an average positive effect equivalent to approximately five additional
months’ progress. Studies have identified benefits for both tutors and tutees, and
for a wide range of age groups. Peer tutoring includes a range of approaches in
which learners work in pairs or small groups to provide each other with explicit
teaching support. Some frequently used peer tutoring models in the classroom
include:
• Classwide Peer Tutoring (CWPT): Classwide peer tutoring involves dividing the
entire class into groups of two to five learners with differing ability levels. Learners
then act as tutors, tutees, or both tutors and tutees.
• Cross-age Peer Tutoring (CAPT): In this model, older learners (could be also less
disabled learners) are paired with younger learners (could be the heavy disabled
learners) to teach or review a skill. The positions of tutor and tutee do not change.
The older learner serves as the tutor and the younger learner is the tutee.
• Peer Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS): PALS is a version of the CWPT model
which involves a trainer/teacher pairing learners who need additional instruction
or help with a peer who can assist. Groups are flexible and change often across a
variety of subject areas or skills.

18
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B) Cooperative learning
Cooperative learning has been established to improve intergroup relations, enhance
learning, develop problem-solving skills, and improve social and academic skills of
learners with special needs in regular classrooms. Cooperative learning could be
used by trainers dealing with disabled people to:
• Promote learners learning and competences achievement
• Enhance learners’ satisfaction with their learning experience
• Help learners develop skills in oral communication
• Develop social skills & promote learners’ self-esteem
• Help to promote positive intergroup relations
Five basic elements are needed to set up Cooperative learning environment:
- Positive Interdependence
- Social Skills
- Individual Accountability
- Group Evaluation
- Face-to-Face Interaction
For each element, there are ways to ensure the expected behaviour from the
learners. For instance :
• Some ways to ensure Positive Interdependence:
- One pencil, paper or book given to group
- One paper written for group
- Task divided into jobs; can’t finish unless all help
- Pass one paper around group, each person must do their part. Can use different
color pens
- Each person learns a part and then teaches it to the group
• Some expected social skills/behaviours to tell learners:
- Everyone contributes and helps (active participation)
- Everyone listens to others with care (active listening)
- Praise helpful actions and good ideas (Motivation & feedback)
- Ask for help if you need it, first ask other learners than the trainer (collaboration)
- Check to make sure that everyone understands (empathy)
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• Some ways to Ensure Individual Accountability:
- Learners do the work first to bring to the group
- Everyone writes, then certifies the correctness of all papers: All learners have to
hand in something
- Assign roles and jobs to each learner: MUST DO
- Learners get bonus points if all group members do well individually
• Some ways to process group interaction: How did I / We Do? (Self-Assess)
- What did your group do well today?
- What could you do better tomorrow?
- What skills did we do well in working together today?
- What skills could we do even better tomorrow?
Another example, some Ways to Promote Face-to-Face Interaction is «THINK - PAIR
– SHARE/TPS» It is a collaborative learning strategy where learners work together
to solve a problem or answer a question about an assigned reading. This strategy
requires learners to
(1) think individually about a topic or answer to a question; and
(2) share ideas with other learners.
Discussing with a partner maximizes participation, focuses attention and engages
learners in comprehending the task/reading material
Furthermore, good trainers/teachers develop productive relationships with their
learners; they get to know them and take a particular interest in their overall
development and progress. They treat their learners with respect and expect the
same in return. That’s why mastering screening techniques and methods is crucial,
it makes it easier to recognize the reality of differences between and in learner,
while yet being able to adapt learning goals, content, and the environment to the
needs of individuals and the whole group.
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5. SILVER+ E-LEARNING COURSE
The SILVER+ e-learning platform, which is an Open Educational Resource (OER)
under the Creative Commons (CC) licence, is available online for free for its users.
It has been designed to train health workers and educators in favouring labour
insertion & reinsertion of both young and elder people living with physical and/or
mental disabilities.
Through the platform they will find out about different methods, tools and
strategies for their work, especially with persons with physical disabilities or
seniors. The platform includes 7 modules, compromising of the following topics:
building the professional project, the learning environment for effective training,
develop you knowledge of entrepreneruship in the Silver Economy, empowering
disabled/disadvanatged learners, digital resources, facilitiating disabled learners’
digital competence and assessment strategy.
In order to access the platform and its resources, an active Internet connection
is required. The platform is available on the SILVER+ project website throught the
E-learning button.
The e-learning course is available in English, Polish, French, Spanish and Italian. The
structure of the course is tailored to meet different levels of digital competences
of both the trainers and the users, and tailored to different levels of knowledge
in relevance to the course topics. All modules are built in the same way and start
from familiarizing with basic concepts, to only then introduce approaches that are
feasible: introduction, training content, external resources and quiz/test.
Upon the completion of all modules, the overall course knowledge can be checked
in the final test, consisting of quiz/test questions from all modules. This provides
transparency and facilitates comprehension. Courses can be revisited at any type
and shared with peers, no registration applies.
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Source: SILVER+ project website

Source: SILVER+ e-learning

Source: Silver+ e-learning final test, question example
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6. SUCCESSFUL STORIES
What makes an initiative successful? How to contribute within the Silver Economy?
In this chapter, we are going to see some good practices about initiatives and
programmes targeting disabled adults and old people in Spain, France, Italy,
Belgium and Poland. The idea is to provide some inspirational examples that helps
creating and implementing ideas contributing to improve the situation of people
with people opportunities.

Image from EVALISS website
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6.1. France: EVALISS
EVALISS, is an online positioning platform composed of psychotechnical tests that
evaluate different cognitive processes correlated with success in training. The
learning potential is:
• Analysis and Combinatorics
• Cognitive styles
• Digital reasoning
• Verbal reasoning
• Memory and concentration
• Cognitive flexibility
An initial diagnosis makes it possible to reliably assess the potential for learning. It
is therefore an assessment tool aimed at training professionals in order to enable
them to estimate the learning potential of learners.
iGerip - Univers savoirs de base is a programme for the acquisition of basic
knowledge. It is based on the acquisition of the common base of knowledge and
skills, defined by the National Education.
- Acquisition of the basic knowledge essential to the mastery of the French language
both orally and in writing. The software covers 6 areas: Spoken language / Reading
/ Spelling / Grammar / Conjugation / Writing. Intended for teenagers or adults with
learning disabilities, dropping out of school or illiteracy, etc.
- Acquisition of essential basic knowledge in mathematics. The software covers 6
areas: Numeracy / Mental Calculation / Operations / Geometry / Measurements /
Situations - Problems. The exercises have been chosen to be linked to professional
situations to the needs of vocational training in the field of integration of low-skilled
people.
iGerip univers remédiation is a platform for cognitive and linguistic assessment and
remediation used in the therapeutic project.
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6.2. Poland: Viva Femina
The VIVA FEMINA Foundation was set up in 2012 as an independent initiative. Its
main aim is to act for the benefit of women, the disabled and young people. It
implements good practices in gender issues and promotes equal opportunities of
women and men in all areas of life. The Foundation contributes to activisation of
women and other groups on the labour market in Poland. Unfortunately women
with disabilities are the most discriminated on the labour market due to the
crossing of gender exclusion and possession of physical or sensory dysfunctions.
The Foundation supports women belonging to this group. Its volunteers organize
training for employers and sheltered workplaces on the employment of disabled
people, subsidies for employers, labour law, etc. At the same time, people with
disabilities come to the Foundation for all kinds of information and advice on
employment and setting up their own business. We support the disabled regardless
of the disability type, gender or age group. An example can be support offered
to the disabled at their workplace, then volunteers of the Foundation are also
mentors, supporting their mentees in any difficulties they experience on the job.
These persons must have clearly defined tasks, explained in simple language,
work shorter hours, have longer holidays and require more patience than persons
without disabilities. It has been observed that these persons have greater sensitivity
to other people. Volunteers of the foundation also participate in trainings to develop
their career counselling skills to be able to better support their mentees.

	
  

	
  
Workshop made by Viva Femina. Source: Viva Femina website
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6.3. Belgium: Les Biolles
Les Biolles asbl-Leisure and culture for disabled people. For 27 years, the nonprofit organization “Les Biolles”, leisure and culture for disabled people, has been
proposing a specific project in Verviers, one of the Belgian regions targeting all
disabled people in the region and abroad (from 6 years old and without age limit)
with mental, sensory and/or physical handicap, as well as to anyone interested in
this project. Each of our activities is simulated to a “context of real life” where the
person welcomed will be able to thrive through activities of training, well-being,
sports, leisure. The activities are culture oriented. And this, whatever their age and
taking into account the specific needs as well as the skills of each. The beneficiaries
live either independently, with family or in specific accommodations. They are
at school, day center or even they work. The specificity of our project is to help
strengthen the social bond between these people from very different backgrounds
and accompany them to and into active life. Through our activities, we work on the
autonomy of our beneficiaries: thus, they pass from a status of assisted to persons
responsible and actors of their own project.

	
  

	
  

Pictures of Les Biolles project. Source: Les Boilles Facebook page
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6.4. Spain: IMSERSO
In Spain, the Instituto de Mayores y Servicios Sociales (Imserso) - Institute for
the Elderly and Social Services, has been created in 1978 and attached to the
Ministry of Health, Consumption and Social Welfare. Imsenso is responsible for the
management programs, plans and services at state level for people with decency
and elderly people. However, one of the most popular activities developed and
known is the Tourism Program. This programme facilitates the incorporation of
elderly people into tourism and at the same time helping for the alleviation of the
seasonality in the sector. The elderly people have the chance to enjoy and take
advantage of the programme at reduces prices and visit peninsular areas and
the islands, as well as tourisms in inland areas. In addition, added to this kind of
tourisms the elderly can enjoy of cultural circuits, nature tourism and trips to other
countries (Imserso, 2019).

	
  

Imserso – Tourism Elderly. Source: Canarias7, 2020 ; El Español, 2019
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6.5. Italy: La Bula
Typing it is the digital workshop of the social cooperative La Bula. The name, digitarlo, refers to the fusion between new technologies (digital) and manual work
(the wood tarlo), which has its roots in the historic carpentry workshop that for
decades organizes educational activities and laboratories not only for people
with disabilities, but also for elementary, middle and high school children. The
cooperative decided to bet on this activity to try to give an extra job opportunity
to people with disabilities, who in recent years have struggled to find a space in
the world of work, through training in a crucial area today: computer science. The
choice to define on the “environment focuses on the desire to create a place that
eases working, but that is also open to relationships and attentive to the context in
which it is inserted. Typing it, therefore, is a place of work, where photos, slides,
negatives, VHS, miniDv, VHS-C and video2000, U-matic, Super8 and 8mm films
are transformed into digital files that can be used through PC or TV of the latest
generation.matic Over time the activity of Type it has also expanded, and now the
cooperative is able to offer new services, such as: scanning large formats (posters,
posters) up to 90 cm wide; scanning books and covers quickly and intuitively with
the transformation of the original material into editable text; the recovery of old
audio coils recorded on the magnetophonon or Jealous; wood prints, calendars,
tickets, photobooks; video and audio montages, presentations.

Coop. Sociale La Bula – Source : Digitando
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7. SILVER+’S TOOLBOX
On internet, it is possible to find a bunch of resources, tools and materials that can
support you when knowing more about the Silver Economy, tools for teaching old
people and disabled adults and studies about the ageing population and the work
with people with disabilities. The resources, tools and materials are categorized as
follows:

VIDEO TUTORIALS

SOURCE

LINK

The Revolution of Ageing Tech for
Silver Economy

Youtube (English)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3Zr4FuKR8Fc

The Silver Economy, a golden
opportunity

Youtube (English)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8aWDXKpVDII

Silver economy regarding the
population ageing and company
actors

Youtube (French)

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=qm8CyW7dCw
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HkHzR358tMA
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QhKz5r5CoJE

The Silver Economy, a golden
oSilver economy regarding
disability and loss of autonomy
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YouTube (English)

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=q-yPtZ820Co
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=OsyUQ3jZE8A

https://silverplus.erasmus.site

• Video tutorials
• Online training tools
• Publications, books and articles
• Apps

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TEDx Talk : “In the future we will live longer! How do we approach ageing as a
social and economic possibility?
There are and will be double standards in an ageing society. How can we provide
care and quality of life and for the middle class that will match the wealthy? The
role of Ageing Tech.”
Speaker: Janice Chia / Susie Ruff
The rise of the “Silver Economy” offers businesses and investors the chance to tap
into a long-lasting secular trend.
It presents experiences and points of view of different actors dealing with the
Silver Economy. Interesting examples around leisure, music, better ageing… It
focuses on the Silver Economy, the sectors, the population, the needs of the
society.
A link to main information about the silver economy and senior citizens (YouTube,
books, sites) for entrepreneurs.

Robotics, home automation and connected objects in the Silver Economy, and
this with respect to the elderly but also with disabilities. Helping caregivers and
seniors/demotics. Technologies for people’s autonomy to improve comfort,
access to services, etc.
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VIDEO TUTORIALS
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SOURCE

LINK

Interviews with entrepreneurs

Khan Academy
(English)

https://www.khanacademy.org/college-careers-more/entrepreneurship2

Cooperative vs Collaborative
learning

YouTube (English)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uwvtfYa169k

Inclusive Education

YouTube (English)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MGPDqzhjtj0

My web my way – case studies

BBC (English)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
accessibility/best_practice/
case_studies/

Ouch – the cabin fever podcast

BBC (English)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/p02r6yqw

Basic computer learn to adusare
the computer guide for beginners
but not only

Tutorial (Italian)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=o2lgrYh8DiQ
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A series of interviews with sucessful entrepreneurs about their experience and
recommendations for others.

A video explaining the differences between Cooperative & Collaborative learning
strategies.

A video presenting the five steps to set up an inclusive Education process.

Interviews with users with different abilities on how they adapt the way they use
the web.

Clips and videos with disabled persons, their experiences, approaches to life and
advice for others; non-formal learning material.

Course to learn how to use the PC.
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ONLINE TRAINING TOOLS

SOURCE

LINK

Online course
(English)

https://www.futurelearn.
com/courses/older-people

Nursing Home Toolkit

Online course
(English)

http://www.
nursinghometoolkit.com/
toolkitoverview.html

Resources & tips addressed to the
disabled people

Online platform
(French)

https://solidaireshandicaps.fr/

SILVER+ e-learning platform

Online course
(English, French,
Spanish, Italian,
Polish)

https://silverplus.erasmus.
site/e-learning/

Digital Learn platform

Online course
(English)

https://training.digitallearn.org/courses

SAM – The family caregivers
network

Online tool (French)

https://www.
aidantsproches.brussels/
projets/sam-le-reseau-desaidants/

Course to learn how to use the PC

Online course
(Italian)

http://www.hscomputers.
it/CorsoOnLine/Moduli/
IndexModuli.htm

Caring for Older People: a
Partnership Model
Free (Extra Benefits from 59€)
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A course with a durantion of 2 week, which asnwer to the question: ‘’How can we
care for older people more effectively?’’. A course that gives the tools to learn how
to take care of the elderly in a more efficient way.

Toolkit-Promoting positive behavioral health. resources to help staff in senior
living communities promote nonpharmacologic behavioral health strategies.

Resources & tips addressed to the disabled people to counter some impacts of
COVID-19.
Free online digital resource for adult educators & health workers to use or consult
in their work with persons with physical disabilities, e.g. seniors.

Free tools and Resources for Trainers on computer basics, software and
applications and creating content, with example templates.
An online platform addressed to family caregivers seeking for periods of respite to
recover from the stresses of care giving and make them more effective, balanced
helpers.

This module provides basic knowledge of the structure and operation of a
personal computer. It illustrates computer networks and what impact these
technologies have in society and in everyday life.
It also makes known the ergonomic criteria to be adopted when using the
computer, and makes aware of issues related to data security and legal aspects.
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USEFUL PUBLICATIONS/
BOOKS/ARTICLES ETC.

SOURCE

LINK

Policy and Program Planning
for Older Adults and People with
Disabilities: Practice Realities and
Visions.

Book in libraries
or online purchase
(Spanish)

https://www.amazon.es/
Silver-economy-Mayores-Colecci%C3%B3n-Empresarial/dp/8417880062

Briefing note - Silver workers –
golden opportunities

Online article by
CEDEFOP (English,
German, Greek,
Spanish, French,
Italian, Polish,
Portuguesse)

https://www.cedefop.
europa.eu/en/
publications-andresources/publications/90
77?fbclid=IwAR1H6XrTBO
w5VATyhZUvVq7m-qib6qQ
airQDaxxWstMYMpcPCIg0
czMIjzM

Policy Brief on Senior
Entrepreneurship

Paper by OECD
(English)

http://www.oecd.
org/cfe/leed/
EUEMP12A1201_Brochure_
Entrepreneurial_Activities_
EN_v7.0_accessible.
pdf?fbclid=IwAR3E_RL
4mWI_1Y907iEXSlrD
objdhTBb3RXIhnKFwWkOy1nFPOqdVqvSAw

Schéma Autonomie et Inclusion
2019-2024

Action Plan
(French)

https://ressources.
seinesaintdenis.fr/
IMG/pdf/schema_
departemental_
autonomie_et_
inclusion_2019-2024_.pdf

Author: Elaine Jurkowski
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A book about the Silver Economy, the new target of the elderly over 65 years.

Publication in the form of a briefing note and e-book about oppportunities and
benefits of investing in ageing society.

Publication on the role of entrepreneurship in ageing population and examples of
entrepreneurial activities in Europe.

Autonomy and projection over the coming years within a department. Rich
teaching perspectives in the healthcare field.
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USEFUL PUBLICATIONS/
BOOKS/ARTICLES ETC.

SOURCE
Book (French)

https://www.salon-services-personne.com/
ressources/livres-utiles/
livre-la-silver-economie60-acteurs-de-l-economiedes-60-259.html

The importance of digital skills

Manifesto (English)

http://www.entelis.net

How Digital Skills Create
Opportunities for People With
Disabilities

Online article
(English)

https://blogs.cisco.com/
news/how-digital-skillscreate-opportunities-forpeople-with-disabilities

Orientation as reinforcement of
the human person in view of its
employability: the rôle of soft
skills, or professional skills general
personnel

Online article
(Italian)

https://www.cnos-fap.
it/sites/default/files/
articoli_rassegna/pellerey_
rassegna1-2016.pdf

The importance of Soft
Skills

Publication
(English)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/307710561_Importance_of_Soft_
Skills_for_Education_
and_Career_Success/
link/5c73e6d5a6fdcc47159a7f68/download

La Silver économie. 60 acteurs de
l’économie des 60+
Author: Serge Guérin
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LINK
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
60 interviews in this book are as many testimonials from the sector. They illustrate
the diversity of the strategies implemented by actors with particularly diverse
profiles (business leaders in the Silver Economy industry, expert sociologist of the
society of longevity, proposes an analytical and concrete approach to the Silver
Economy).

Towards full digital inclusion: the Entelis Network Manifesto to counter the digital
divide.
Article about the importance of digital skills.

Article about the importance of soft skills in the world of work.

A publication about the importance of soft skills
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USEFUL PUBLICATIONS/
BOOKS/ARTICLES ETC.

40

SOURCE

LINK

The soft skills

Online article
(Italian)

https://www.aiesec.it/
magazine/le-10-soft-skillpiu-richieste-dal-mondodel-lavoro/

Training basics

Online course
(English)

https://www.toastmasters.
org/~/media/1D3FA954E8
FE4A6D96C579C87671C7E
D.ashx

Handbook for For PeerResearchers, Researchers, and
Developers

Handbook (English)

https://www.easyreading.
eu/wp-content/
uploads/2020/01/EasyReading-Handbook.pdf

Perspective: Inclusion

Online article
(English, German,
Polish)

https://www.kreisau.
de/fileadmin/user_
upload/170713_KI_PUB_
ENG.pdf
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Article about the importance of soft skills.

The basics to implement an efficient training environment.

Handbook including training methods and creating research groups, adressing
the right of people with disabilities.

Publication (guide) on language and communication in international inclusive
education, including methods and case studies.
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MOBILE APPS
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SOURCE

LINK

Medisafe

App (English)

https://www.medisafeapp.
com/?lang=es

Help Me

App (English)

https://play.google.com/
store/apps/details?id=org.
sos.icaretest&hl=es_419

myHomework

App (English)

https://myhomeworkapp.
com/

Social media app, Able Chat, and
Kolumba, an accessible mail

App - EU funded
project result
(Enlgish)

http://able-to-include.
com/accessible-services/
application/

JACCEDE

App (French)

http://www.jaccede.be/

AlboBoard

App (Italian)

https://play.google.
com/store/apps/
details?id=com.acqui.
costa.alboboard

Android Accessibility Suite

App

https://play.google.
com/store/apps/
details?id=com.google.
android.marvin.talkback

Assistive Touch

App

https://play.google.
com/store/apps/
details?id=com.easytouch.
assistivetouch
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The App helps with the managemns of the medication, the user receives
reminders and alarms to take the pills.
The application is used to ask for instant help, by alerting the main emergency
services.

Free learning planner app for mobile devices; fostering digital literacy on the
example of new technology.
Apps to ease the communication between people with Intellectual and
Developmental Disabilities (IDD): Social media app.

An application to facilitate the access of disabled people to buildings.
A virtual keyboard that can be customised to be used on tablets or smartphones
for children, teenagers or adults to perform reading and writing exercises.

It is an Android app to help visually impaired use their smartphones.

This app creates «vitual buttons», so the users do not need to touch the screen of
the smartphone in order to navigate.
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